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1 . Introduction
Tactile ground surface indicators are designed to enable people with impaired vision
to identify their own position , hazardous locations and the direction in which to walk
They must , therefore , be installed in safe l ocations in a consistent manner that
facilitates identification by the visually impaired through contact with the feet
Nevertheless , numerous installations in Japan are dangerous , super f1 uous or create an
obstacle for wheelchair users and others. Such situations are increasing overseas , as
well. Although Japan exports Tactile ground surface indicators , it has not adequately
communicated to foreign countnes the appropriate methods of installation and
operation. As a consequence ,

pe 。이 e

with impaired vision in many countries find it

difficult to walk using Tacble ground surface indicators as a guide , result lD g in both
accidents and confusion
We have conducted some detailed invesLigations of how the tactile ground surface
indicators are setup in Asia , Europe and America. In this thesis , we would hke to
summarize how the tactile ground surface indicators are set u p ln 4 northern European
countries which are for their advanced welfare system
II . Methodology

CD

Survey Locations
Locations surveyed include Norway (Oslo) , Sweden (Stockholm) , Helsinki (Finland) ,

Copen hagen (Den mar k)
@ Researchers and Procedures
Research was conducted by the Lwo authors , using the method for detecting
inappropriate Tactile ground surface indicator installations described in Fleldwork for

BarrJ er Detect lO n. Research was conducted in March 2011 ‘

m.

Findings

1) Norway (Oslo)
In Oslo , the blocks are located

1D

front of railroad statlons , subway statlons ,

platforms , bus and streeL car stops , and inLersections ‘ Inside of the train sLal lO ns and
subway stations , they use blocks that are unique to Norway.

There are sect lO ns that

have 2 lines of slainless sleel bar lines in 10 cm width in traveling direct lO n (picture 1).
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Tbere are also sections tha t ha ve one line of bar lines (picture 2) There are 4 lines
‘

x5

lines rectangle of bar lines shown in picture 3 wbere the lines intersect and in front of
ticket gates and slopes However , dotted lines similar to Japanese blocks are used in
front of stairs and platforms (picture 4). The blocks used in the platforms of railroad
stations and subway stations are the same form of warning blocks as the Japanese
blocks. The warning blocks in railroad stations are in black , and tbe warning blocks in
subway sta tions are in dark gray w hich are the same color as the ground
The same warning blocks as the Japanese blocks are used in the platforms of
streetcars. There are 4 to 5 directional blocks in the traveling direction and 3
directional blocks connecting in sideway at the entrance (picture 5). Tbe color is gray
and is easy to distinguish from the ground
Warning blocks made with cement are setup in front of crosswalks in the city center
(picture 6) . The area per block is relatively large. The co\or is gray and is difficult to
distinguish from the ground. It is not always setup in front of the cross walks

Picture 1: Directional blocks set up in a
national

railroad

station.

Picture2: Tactile ground surface indicators

This

set up in a national railroad station

section has 2 lines of line tiles

This section has 1 line of line tiles

(Oslo , Norway)

(Oslo , Norway)

Picture3: Tactile ground surface indicators
set up in a national railroad station
This is wbere the line tiles intersect
(Oslo , Norway)
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Picture4 ‘ Warning blocks set up in front
0 1"

Picture5 ’ Tactile ground surface indicators

the stairs in a nati onal station

set up in a streetcar sLop

(Oslo , Norway)

(Oslo, Norway)

Picture6 ‘ Warning blocks set up in front
of a crosswalk. (Oslo , Norway)

2) Sweden (Stock holm)
1n Stockholm , almost all s ubwa y stations a nd bus stops have the blocks set up , but in
railroad station s , the blocks a r e set up only on t he platforms. 1n subway stat ion s , there
are three lin es of bar tiles in sideways in front of the tick e t gate to sh ow where th e gate
is (picture 7). 1n platforms there are stainless stee l lin e tiles set up for guidance
p urp oses (picture 8) . At the entrances , the blocks are set up in a shape of a T as sh own
in picture 9
At bus sto ps , 4 of the same shap e blocks as th e Japanes e warning blocks are set up at
t he en t ran ces in 2 lin es connecting with 2 lin es of directional blocks. Th e colors are
u sed in the wa y so it is distinguishable from the ground (p ict ur e 10)
1n r a ilroad stations , th er e are directional blocks that are the sa me as the Japanese
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as the ground.
There are barely any tactile ground surface indicators in urban areas. The tiles in
front of crosswalks have different textures (picture ll) .However; it is extremely
different to feel wi th our feet.

PictureT Tactile ground surface indicators

Picture8: Tactile ground surface indicatc

set up in front of ticket gats in a

set up in a platform of a subwa

subway station. (Stockholm , Sweden)

station (Stockholm , Sweden)

Picture9: Tactile grouncl surface inclicators

Picture lQ :Tactile ground surface indicatof!

set up in front of an entrance in a

set up at a bus stop

platform of a subway station.

(Stockholm. Sweden)

(Stockholm , Sweclen)
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Picturell: The ground in front of a
c rosswalk h as different surface texture
(Stockholm , Sweden)

3) l-I elsinki (Finland)
Th e r e are no blocks sei up in railroad stations , s ubway siaiions or st r eetcars in
l-I e lsinki . There are barely any blocks in urban a r eas e ith e r. The only places that have

the blocks are bus r e Jated facilities. Insid e the bus center buiJding , there is one lin e of
Jine tiJes indicating the traveling direction (picture 12). Th e same bJock s as the
Japanese warning blocks are used on the inte rs ection (picture 13). The warning
blocks are set up in front of the stairs and esca lato rs (picture 14)
Th e re are engraved guidance blocks in the plaza in front of the bus center (picture
15). 1n the inters ections , the 2 lines of guidance block a r e overlapping (picture 16) .
Also , the sand for anti"slipping is filling the groove so the blocks cannot be recogniz ed
with our fe et. Moreover , snow is packed on iop of ihe tactile ground surface indi caiors
(pict ur e 17)

Picture12: This area has a lin e of lin e

Piciure13: This is where the lin e til es

blocks. (H elsinki , FinJand)

int e r sect. (Helsinki , Finland)
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Picture15: Engraved directional blocks

Picture14: Warning blocks set up in front

(Helsinki . Finland)

of the stairs. (Helsinki . Finland)

Picture 17 ‘ Snow is piled up on top of

Picture16: This is where the directional

the blocks. (Helsinki. Finland)

blocks intersect. (Helsinki . Finland)
4) Copenhagen (Denmark)

1n Copenhagen . the blocks are set up in vario u s places such as railroad stations .
s ub way stations . in front of cross walks in urban areas . and touring areas. However.
the way they are set up a n d the place where they are set up are different according to
the place or jurisdiction so they are not consistent ‘
Even in railroad stations . the blocks are set up differently according to the station .
or even in different platforms in the same station. There is a platform that has the
same guidance block and warning block as the Japanese blocks (picture 18). The
warning blocks a r e located in front of the stairs . escalators and elevators. and where
the guidance blocks intersect. Al so . another station has a line of metalline tiles in a
platform indicating the traveling direction (picture 19) ‘ There a re t he same warning
blocks as t h e Japanese blocks in front of the elevators and where th e line tiles

p
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intersect (picture 20) , Moreover, another station has iron made black line tiles inside
of the station (picture 2 1),
1n subway, stainless steel line blocks are set up inside of the stations and in
platforms (picture 22) , There are the same warning blocks as the Japanese blocks in
front of elevators , stairs , and train entrances in the platform , There are no warning
blocks in front of escalators ,
1n urban areas , there are some places that have concrete warning blocks set up in
front of crosswalks (picture 23) , The block is about 60cm square and the diameter of
the dot is large , Also , there are the same guidance blocks as Japanese blocks in some of
the wide sidewalks in touring areas (pict UI’ e 24) , They have the same gray color as the
ground , Metalline tiles are set up in stone paved road such as the ticket booths for Det
Kongelige Teater and in front of the city ha11 (picture 25) , Tactile ground surface
indicators for stone paved road are quite rare worldwide However , there are of some
,

places that have stainless steel line tiles , iron line tiles for stone pavement , and
normal guidance blocks con tin uing in a same line (pictu re 26) , There are the same
warning blocks as Japanese blocks where the normal guidance blocks and line tiles
intersect or ends (picture 27) ‘ Al so , another district has unique shaped blocks
indicating the traveling distance with 3lines ofline tiles on the sidewalks (picture 28)
There are the same warning blocks as the Japanese blocks where those blocks intersect
Their color is ye11o \V, There is another district that has one line of line tiles made with
resin indicating the traveling direction in some places (picture 29)

Picture 18: A platform of a national

Picture19:

railroad station , This station has a

railroad
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A platform of a
station ,

This

national

station

has
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Picture2 I: This national railroad station

Picture20 ‘ This is w here the stainless
steel lin e blocks intersect

has stee l lin e blocks. Although it is

(Copenhagen , Denmark)

right in front of t he stairs , there is no
warning. It is dangerous. (Copenhagen ,
Denmark)

Picture22 ‘ Stainless steel line blocks set

Picture23: Warning blocks set up in front (

up in a subway station. (Copenhagen ,

a crosswalk. (Copenh agen , Denmark)

Denmark)

Picture24: Directional blocks set up on
a pedestrian road in a touring area
(Copenhagen ‘ Denmark)
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Picture25: Iron blocks for stone paved
road. (Copenhagen , Denmark)
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countries

Picture 26: This section has stainless
steel blocks , iron blocks and normal
directional blocks continuing in the
same line. (Copenhagen , Denmark)

Picture27: Warning blocks indicating

Picture28: It is a unique shaped blocks

the end of the blocks. (Copenhagen ,

with 3 lines of line tiles indicating the

Denmark)

traveling direction
(Copenhagen , Denmark)

Picture29: This area has 2 lines of line
tiles made with resin indicating the
traveling
Denmark)
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direction.

(Copenhagen ,
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We wou1d like to summarize how the tacti1e ground surface indicators are setup in 4
northern European countries , Norway (Oslo) , Sweden (Stockho1m) , He1sinki (Fin1and) ,
Copenhagen (Denmark) , which are for their advanced welfare system. The b10cks are
10cated in front of rai1road stations , subway stations , p1atforms , bus and street car
stops , and intersections. 1nside of the train stations and subway stations , they use
b10cks that are unique to Norway. 1n Stockho1m , a1most a11 subway stations and bus
stops have the b10cks set up , but in rai1road stations , the b10cks are set up on1y on the
p1atforms ‘ There are no b10cks set up in rai1road stations , subway stations or
streetcars in He1sinki. 1n Copenhagen , the b10cks are set up in various p1aces such as
rai1road stations , subway stations , in front of cross wa1ks in urban areas , and touring
areas. However , the way they are set up and the p1ace where they are set up are
different according to the p1ace or jurisdiction so they are not consistent
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